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ABSTRACT

This project investigate the feasibility of using solar powered thermoelectric-

technology device, to act as a temperature regulator system for vehicle cabin. The
temperature regulator system's intended function is to control temperature ofvehicle
cabin under parked, sun-exposed condition, in order to mitigate the problem of
overheated vehicle compartment. The studies which depend largely on researches, is

toconstruct a working prototype to aid in the analysis performed. A design plan on

suitable power supply for the temperature regulator system will be introduced and
evaluated for practical application on real vehicle. Further improvement works are

recommended toenhance the performance and practicality ofthe design introduced.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Study

Inequatorial countries, where the weather is generally hot and humid throughout the

year, vehicle owners have to live with overheated vehicle compartments especially

when the vehicle have been parked under the sun. A car parked on a hot day can

quickly become a virtual oven. Temperature inside a stationary car can rapidly

increase to double that on the outside temperature, within six to ten minutes

depending on the weatherconditions.

Temperatures at this level do not only damage car interior and items left in the car,

but also poses a threat to human lives. Children, elders and pets left in parked cars,

though it's just for a couple of minutes, are at risk of heat stroke which can lead to

death. High temperatures coupled with the presence of high humidity further

increases the likelihood of heat stroke. In addition, the sudden change of temperature

experienced when entering a car parked under the sun, may cause headaches,

sweating, dizzinessand discomfort[l].

While the choice of a cooling technology depends heavily on the unique requirements

of any given application, this project presents a study on the feasibility of using

thermoelectric technology device to regulate vehicle cabin temperature under sun-

exposed parked condition.

1.2 Problem Statement

This project was embarked to study the feasibility of using thermoelectric module to

regulate the temperature inside a vehicle compartments. One of the major concerns

identified in using thermoelectric module, or popularly known as the Peltier module

is that it can draw a substantial amount of current [2], For this reason, a sufficient
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power supply that would cater the power requirement of thermoelectric module

operationis in need.

This is when solar power enter the picture of the project, as a possible power source

to be exploited and employed to power up the Peltier module. With virtually limitless

energy, and no recharging required, the sun is a great potential of power source.

Today's more efficient, less expensive solar cells provide a practical mean of

converting the sun's powerintoelectricity.

Nevertheless, as clouds often obscure the sun, it's tough to design a system that can

reliably provide power sufficient to the need ofthe load [3]. Thus, a careful approach

in harnessing the solar power is a must to optimise power source that can be

generated, and subsequently supplied to the Peltier module.

13 Objectives and Scope of Study

13.1 Objectives

1. To calculate the power source that may be required by the thermoelectric

based temperature regulator system for a typical roadvehicle.

2. To comeup witha powersupply system, making use of solarpower source to

power the thermoelectric based temperature regulator system.

3. Todesign andbuilt a prototype of thepower supply system to demonstrate its

workability as well as efficiency .

1.3.2 Scope of Study

To ensure the success completion of the project, the scope of study of the

project will be focusing on:

1. The principle, operation and limitation of thermoelectric-technology

device

2. Solarpanel operatingprinciple

3. Batterystorageoperatingprinciple

4. Thermal load theory and cooling load estimation

13



5. Circuit theory and circuitrydesign

6. Cooling system analysis for practical application

14



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1 Thermoelectric Cooling and Power Generation

2.1.1 Thermoelectric cooling and Peltier module

The basic concept behind thermoelectric cooling technology is the Peltier

effect; a phenomenon first discovered in the early 19th century. The Peltier

effect occurs whenever electrical current flows through two dissimilar

conductors; depending on the direction of current flow, thejunctionof the two

conductors will either absorb or release heat.[2]

Electrical power input

+

'C' ;.j:ht£

. raid

junctior

Figure 1 Heat is pumped from the cold to hot junctional

Semiconductors, usually Bismuth Telluride, are the material of choice for

producing the Peltiereffect, as theycan be optimized moreeasily for pumping

heat, and because designers can control the type of charge carrier employed

within the conductor. If an electric current is applied to the thermocouple as

15



shown above in Figure 1, heat is pumped from the cold junction to the hot

junction. The cold junction will rapidly drop below ambient temperature

provided heat is removed from the hot side. The temperature gradient will

varyaccording to the magnitude ofcurrent applied.

In order to give a thermoelectric device greater heat-pumping capacity,

multiple pellets are used together. By arranging N and P-type pellets in a

'couple' and forming a junction between them with a plated copper tab, it is

possible to configure a series circuit which can keep allof the heat moving in

the same direction. As shown in Figure 2, with the free (bottom) endof the P-

type pellet connected to the positive voltage potential and the free (bottom)

end of the N-type pellet similarly connected to the negative side of the

voltage.

Released Released Released Released Released Released
Heat Heat Heat Heat Heat Heat

it £_ ft ft . r_0^ it

ft ft ft ft ft ft
Absoxbed Absorbed Absorbed Absoxbed Absoibed Absorbed

Heat Heat Heat Heat Heat Heat

Figure 2 Multi-couple configuration increases heat pumping capacity[3]

The positive charge carriers, holes, in the P material are repelled by the

positive voltage potential and attracted by the negative pole. The negative

charge carriers, electrons, in the N material are likewise repelled by the

negative potential and attracted by the positive pole of the voltage supply. In

the copper tabs and wiring, electrons are the charge carriers; when these

electrons reach the P material, they simply flow through the *holes' within the

crystalline structure of theP-type pellet. As the charge carriers inherent in the

material structure dictate the direction of heat flow, the electrons flow

continuously from the negative pole of the voltage supply, through the N

pellet, through the copper tab junction, through the P pellet, and back to the

positive pole of the supply. As two different types of semiconductor material

16



are used, the charge carriers and heat are all flowing in the same direction

through the pellets[2].

A typical Peltier module as in Figure 3, consists of N andP semiconductors

mounted successively, which form p-n- and n-p-junctions. With the special

properties of the thermoelectric 'couple' teamed in rectangular arrays, it is

possible to create practical thermoelectric modules. These devices can not

only pump appreciable amounts of heat, but with their series electrical

connection, are suitablefor commonly-available DC powersupplies.

semiconductor

of p-type
semiconductor'

ofn-lype isolator hot
(ceramics) Sjde

cold side

Mm*?*. W

Figure 3: Typical Peltier module[5]

The flow of heat withthe charge carriers in a Peltiermodule, is verysimilar to

the way that compressed refrigerant transfers heat in a mechanical system.

The circulating fluids in the compressor system carry heat from the thermal

load to the evaporator where the heat can be dissipated. With thermoelectric

technology, on the other hand, the circulating direct current carries heat from

the thermal loadto some type of heat sink, illustrated in Figure 4, which can

effectively discharge the heat[6].

17
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Figure 4 Typical Peltier module assembly[6]

Each individual thermoelectric system design will have a unique capacity for

pumping heat in Watts or British Thermal Unit(BTU)/hour and this will be

influenced by many factors. The most important variables are ambient

temperature, physical &electrical characteristics of the thermoelectric module

employed, and efficiency of the heat dissipation system. Typical

thermoelectric applications will pump heat loads ranging from several

milliwatts to hundreds ofwatts.

2.1.2 Thermoelectric power generation

Whenever an electrical conductor is strung between two different

temperatures, theconductor is capable of transferring thermal energy from the

warmer side to the colder one. Furthermore, the physical process of

transferring that heat, also tends to move electrical charge carriers within the

conductor in the same direction as the heat. Conceivably then, this charge

carrier movement can be used to generate electrical current[6].

If two dissimilar conductors are employed,, with differing capacities for

moving charge carriers in response to thermal flow, the current level in one

conductorwill overcome the potential for thermally-generated current flow in

the other conductor. The net effect is a continuous current level which is equal

to the generated current capacity of the primary conductor for the given

temperature difference, minus the generated current capacity of the second

conductor. The existence of this net current flow, indicates that a voltage is

18



created through the movement of heat and a direct measurement of this

voltage level can beobtained by breaking the circuit and measuring across the

opened terminals with a voltmeter. The ability of two dissimilar conductors to

produce a voltage when a temperature difference is applied, is called the

Seebeck effect. The voltage which results is referred to as Seebeck voltage[6].
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Figure 5 Electrical current generated by thermoelectric temperature
differences^]

2.2 Solar Panel

Solar panels work on the principle of the photovoltaic (PV) effect. The PV effect is

the conversion of sunlight into electricity. This occurs when the PV cell is struck by

photons from the sunlight, thus 'freeing' silicon electrons to travel from the PVcell,

through electronic circuitry, to a load as in Figure 6. Then they return to the PVcell,

where the silicon recaptures the electron and the process is repeated. Solar panel

produce voltage when illuminated, dependent upon the light intensity andthe load but

independent of surface area.

19
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External circuit
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Application
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Figure 6 Principle ofoperational

The important characteristic which makes this type of solar panel suitable for

supplying electrical power isthat the voltage builds up quickly toa reliable plateau at

very low light levels, about 8% of peak intensity. This means that voltages suitable

for battery charging are reached even on a dull day. Current, however, is directly

proportional to both light intensity andsurface area[7].

o

100%

50'

,10%

, 8%

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Voltage (V) Vtx:

Figure 7 I-V characteristics at reducing light intensities[7]
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A solar panel active area which is the frontal area that generates electrical power isa

critical design consideration in using any photovoltaic product. If this area is covered

by a mounting bezel, power may be reduced and the product may cease to function.

Foroptimal performance, theactive area must never be shaded.

PV cell consists of two or more thin layers of semi-conducting material, most

commonly silicon. When the silicon is exposed to light, electrical charges are

generated and this can be conducted away by metal contacts as direct current (DC)

[8]. The electrical output from a single cell is small, so multiple cells are connected

together andencapsulated, usually behind glass to form a solar panel. There aremany

types ofsolar cells which differ from each other based on how the silicones are made

into cells. The most common four types ofPV cells are[9]:

2.2.1 Monocrystalline silicon cell

Made usingcells saw-cutfrom a singlecylindricalcrystalofsilicon,this is the

most efficientof the photovoltaic (PV) technologies. The principle advantage

of monocrystalline cells are their high efficiencies, typically around 15%,

although the manufacturing process required to produce monocrystalline

silicon is complicated, resulting in slightly higher costs than other

technologies.

Figure 8 Monocrystalline silicon cell

2.2.2 Multicrystalline silicon cell

Multicrystalline silicon cell is made from cells cut from an ingot of melted

and recrystallised silicon. In the manufacturing process, molten silicon is cast

into ingots of polycrystalline silicon, these ingots are then saw-cut into very

thin wafers and assembled into complete cells. Multicrystalline cells are

cheaper to produce than monocrystalline ones, due to the simpler

21



manufacturing process. However, they tend to be slightly less efficient, with

average efficiencies ofaround 12%, creating a granular texture.

*• - -r

Figure 9 Multicrystalline silicon cell

2.2.3 Thick-film silicon cell

This type of silicon cell is another multicrystalline technology where the

silicon is deposited in a continuous process onto a base material giving a fine

grained, sparkling appearance. Like all crystalline PV, this is encapsulated in a

transparent insulating polymer with a tempered glass cover and usually bound

into a strong aluminium frame.

Figure 10 Thick-film silicon cell

2.2.4 Amorphous silicon cell

Amorphous silicon cells are composed of silicon atoms in a thin homogenous

layer rather than a crystal structure. Amorphous silicon absorbs light more

effectively than crystalline silicon, so the cells can be thinner. For this reason,

amorphous silicon is also known as a "thin film" PV technology. Amorphous

silicon can be deposited on a wide range of substrates, both rigid and flexible,

which makes it ideal for curved surfaces and "fold-away" modules.

Amorphous cells are, however, less efficient than crystalline based cells, with

typical efficiencies of around 6%, but they are easier and thereforecheaper to

22



produce. Their low cost makes them ideally suited for many applications

where high efficiency is not required andlow cost is important.

Figure 11 Amorphous Silicon Cell
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3.1 Procedures

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1.1 Research

Researches have been carried out on a broad area of studies that fall under

area of discussion, namely pertaining to thermoelectric cooling, solar panel,

battery utilisation and electrical circuitry for battery charging. For

thermoelectric cooling, the author hadacquire findings regarding its operating

principle, performance, as well currently used applications of the technology.

Researches on solar panel efficiency and limitation in converting sun light to

electricity is also explored to make deduction of its feasibility to be a practical

power source forpractical vehicle cabin'stemperature regulator system.

Studies on batteries has itsway in the project whenit wasdecided to make use

of batteries to complement the limitations of solar panel sourcing. Studies

were mainly focusing on the charging anddischarging of batteries. Therefore,

investigation on the most suitable battery charger circuitry to suit the project

was also explored.

3.1.2 Experiments and data gathering

One of the first experiments conducted was to measure the temperatures of

vehicle cabin, between 10 am until 2pm, for a period of six days. The

temperature values obtained were crucial in calculating heat load, hence the

cooling power that is required for the project. Tests were also conducted on

24



the acquired solar panel to observe and examine the influence of weather on

output power generated.

After understanding the concept of thermoelectric and thermal cooling,

several experiments were conducted on the Peltier module. The experiments

involved the use of Peltier modules, whereby the author had analysed the

heat-influential effect of supplying power to the modules, as well as power

generation capability ofthe Peltier module. This isfor the purpose ofknowing

precautions to be taken into account when supplying power to the Peltier

modules in the prototype and evaluating the possible useof Peltier module for

power generation. Another important experiment conducted was to test the

operation of Peltier modules, with heatsink for better heat dissipation of

Peltier module's hot side. Several heatsinks were tested for this purpose.

3.1.3 Constructing a prototype

The prototype wasconstructed partby part accordingly with the acquirement

of the components required. The author have also performed circuitry

simulations by using PSpice Version 9.2.3 application tools to aid in the

design. Figure 12 below shows the project's flow chart in constructing the

prototype:

( START )

C^SsEARCH^>

^LCULATI^I>

dL TESTING

WORKING J *\ NOT WORKING

PROTOTYPE^
nzmzmr

END )

Figure 12 Prototype's construction flowchart
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3.2 Tools Required

the hardware required for the construction of the prototype are listed as below in

Table 1.

Table 1 List ofcomponents and took

Tools/ Components Amount

Solar panel (RS 194-133) 2

Sealed acid lead battery 1

Breadboard 1

Veraboard 1

50 kil resistor 2

10 kO resistor 2

5 kO resistor 8

1 k£2 resistor 2

300O resistor 2

0.0 luF capacitor 2

0.001uF capacitor 2

0.47uF capacitor 2

1N4007 diode 2

47uH 2

PN2222A PNP transistor 2

C9012PNP transistor 2

LM3524DPWM 2

Software used:

1. PSpice Version 9.2.3
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4.1 Results

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1.1 Cooling load calculation

Shown inTable 2 are the temperature measurements of car cabinfor six days,

which has been parked in UTP student's residential parking area. Figure 13

shows the data in graphical form. As early as 10 a.m. in the morning, the

temperature ofcarcabin canexceeds 40°C. From thepattern of graphs plotted,

it canbe saidgenerally that carcabin's temperature is at itshighest peak at 12

p.m. inthe afternoon. Thehighest recorded temperature was 64°C.

Table2 Temperature measurements inside a carcabin (10 a.m.-> 2 p.m.)

Date/Time 10A.M 11A.M 12P.M 1P.M 2P.M

14-Mar-05 42°C 42°C 64°C 56°C 45°C

15-Mar-05 40°C 41°C 59°C 59°C 58°C

16-Mar-05 41°C 41°C 62°C 57°C 53°C

17-Mar-05 42°C

36°C

42°C

40°C

58°C 55°C 45°C

18-Mar-05 56°C 57°C 61 °C

20-Mar-05 50°C 61°C 60°C
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Figure 13 Temperature measurements inside a car cabin (10 a.m.-> 2 p.m.)

Since the normal human body temperature is about 37°C, it was

predetermined that the temperature regulator system should regulate vehicle

cabin's temperature to be below than 37°C. With the highest temperature

recorded being 64°C, AT = (64-37) °C = 27°C. The maximum cooling load

required for the thermoelectric-based system was calculated using the

equation below:

AT = [1 - (Heat Load/Max CoolingPower)] x (Max Temp Difference)[10]

27°C = [1 - (Heat Load/Max Cooling Power)] x (Max Temp Difference)

27°C- [1 - (1209.69W/Max Cooling Power)] x (68°C)

Max. coolingpower = 2006.32 W

The Maximum Temperature Difference is the maximum temperature

difference that can be achieved between the cold side and the hot side of the

Peltier module, which is typically 68°C. Please refer to APPENDIX A for

calculations of the heat loads.

4.1.2 Solar panel analysis

For this project, two RS 194-133 multicrystalline solar panel were acquired.

The output voltage and current ratings of these solar panels are 7.5V and

135mA respectively. Table 3 shows recorded output measurement from

experimenting with the solar panels.

28
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Table 3 Recorded output measurements of RSI 94-133 solar panels

Voltage(V) Current(mA)

Maximum output readings 9.4 180

Minimum output readings
(time later than 7.30 a.m)

7.7 40

Maximum output readings
(time at 7.30 a.m)

7.5 130

4.1.3 Peltier module and heat sink analysis

For this project, TES1-12704 Peltier module model byHebeiltd Co. Ltd. were

purchased to test and analyse the cooling as well as power generation

capability of thermoelectric-based device. For this purpose, the set-up as

shown in Figure 14 was prepared.

Heatsink

Peltier module

Figure 14 Experiment's set-up for heatsink& Peltier module analysis

Power was supplied to the Peltier module at the bottom (Peltier module1),

while the Peltier module above it (Peltier module 2) was connected to a

Multimeter. The hot side of Peltier module 1 was allowed to be in contact with

Peltier module 2. With this set-up, Peltier module 1 acted as the cooling

mechanism, while Peltier module 2 wouldharness the dissipated heat from the

hot side to generate electricity. The heat sink provided better heat dissipation at

the upper side, hence allowing a temperature difference between the upper and
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lower side of Peltier module 2. Table 4 below shows the resulting

measurements.

Table 4 Peltier module analysis measurements

Voltage readings (V) Current readings (A)

VinMax V^Max Ii„Max I<mt Max

Recorded measurement

for Peltier module 1

7.3 - 1.03 -

Recorded measurement

for Peltier module 2

- 0.5 - 0.04

It was noted that if power is supplied to Peltier module 1 exceeds the recorded

maximum voltage and current input, the cold side of the Peltier module cannot

sustain its dullness and would become hot due to heat conduction from the hot

side. To increase the Peltier module's performance, the experiment was

repeated using thermalpaste and larger heatsink. Larger heatsink would provide

more area in contact with the thermal load. Thermalpaste is a grease-like

product that contains silicon material and is filled with thermally conductive

and electrically insulating ceramics. Applying it between the Peltier module

and the heat sink would improve heat transfer for better heat dissipation

through the heat sink. For this purpose, set-up shown in Figure 15 was

prepared. Table5 shows the resulting measurements for thenew set-up.

Fan

Multimeter
2S2S32E

TRwmrprf TtTpTWWWTI

Heatsink

Peltier module

Figure 15 Peltier module analysis with improved heatsink and
thermalpaste
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Table 5 Peltier module analysis measurements

Voltage readings (V) Current readings (A)

Vi„Max V0UtMax Ii„Max lout Max

Recorded measurement

for Peltier module 1

8.4 - 1.37 -

Recorded measurement

for Peltier module 2

- 0.7 - 0.06

4.1.4 Power supply system design

The power supply system design would be based on the output rating of the

RS194-133 solar panel. Solar panel's output current strongly varies with light

intensity variation of the sun, thus is not a suitable choice of direct power

supply tothe Peltier module. Therefore, a battery which act asanintermediate

energy-storage device, will be used to power up the Peltier module, to ensure

analways-ready source of power. The solar panel in-turn will act as a battery

charger. For the design, the battery to be used is an ASANO 6V- 4Ah

rechargeable lead-acidbattery.

Because the output voltage of RS194-133 solar panel ishigher than that of the

battery, it is possible to use it as a battery charger. However, this output

voltage magnitude can sometimes be much higher than the suitable voltage

value required for battery charging purpose. Buck converter can beused as a

voltage regulator, with the advantage of increasing the generated output

current of the solarpanel, whilereducing its outputvoltage.

Buck

converter

^J *

+

Blocking
diode

-+*

PV

panel

—

Peltier
module

—

-~

-

-i |
¥

Figure 16 Power supply system design usingBuck converter
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Based on findings from the solar panel analysis, the average output voltage

and current produced by the solar panel were estimated at 8.4V and 110mA.

Using these values, the buck converter were designed.

For the buck converter design, a pulsewidthmodulator (PWM) is required to

produce square wave signals for switching purpose of the schematic.

LM3524D chiphas been acquired to perform this function. To design a buck

converter, the LM3524D PWM chip's datasheet, by National Semiconductor

is referred to. Please refer to APPENDIX D for the datasheet. Figure 17

below is the schematic ofthe Buck converteras per the LM3524's datasheet.

v«o-

Sk

5k? 5k

Rt

PIN 1

O-

INV

Nl

osc

+CL

-c.

•AAAr

LUJ52AD

h
SD

COMP

IT

-O

WW* —1

—' >5Qk

S.001 fxf =

D1

•—OGND

Figure 17 Buck converterschematic using LM3524D PWM[12]

To achieve output voltage and current values as desired, several components'

values need to be calculated, namely Rf, Rt, Ct, Co and Li. Please refer to

APPENDK C for the calculation of the components. From calculation, the

components values are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

RF=10kfl

RT = 300Q

CT=0.01uF

Co=0.5uF

Li-49uH
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For Co and Li, since it was difficult to find capacitor and inductor of exact

values, the components were replace by a 0.47 uF capacitor and a 47 uH

inductor, respectively.

From the datasheet the absolute maximum output current for each LM3524D

is rated at 200mA. Operating the chip exceeding this limit could impose

damage to it. Knowing that the maximum output current of the solar panel is

180mA, the designed buck converter might produce output current beyond

this limit. Therefore for safe precaution, using components with calculated

values, and the maximum solar panel outputs as the Buckconverter input, the

buck converter circuit was simulated using PSpice version 9.2.3 application

tool. From the output simulation shown in Figure 18, it wasobserved that the

resulting output current was 200mA, with a spike current signal that last less

than 20 us.

(5W_-^—T—,_T--.-..-l -J->-k

Figure 18 Buck converter simulation output usingPSpice

As the simulated output for maximum input current indicates that the 200mA

limit was not exceeded, design of the buck converter was proceeded on a

breadboard, and to cater for output power from two solar panels, two buck

converters were designed. When tested with the solar panel, the following

outputs of the buck converters, which are tabulated in Table 6 and Table 7

were recorded.
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Table 6 Tested output measurement of buck converter 1

Solar panel's output Buck converter's output

Voltage(V) Current(mA) Voltage(V) Current(mA)

9.38 174 8.31 9.49

8.36 99 7.32 8.49

7.72 43 6.56 4.32

Table 7 Tested output measurement of buck converter 2

Solar panel's output Buck converter's output

Voltage(V) Current(mA) Voltage(V) Currcnt(mA)

9.4 176 8.68 10.31

8.4 123 7.74 8.68

7.7 49 6.99 5.27

From the results tabulated above, the output voltages of the Buck converters

were as expected. Nevertheless, the output currents were much lower than

expected. To overcome this, Darlington pair configuration is employed to

boost up the Buck converter's output current. With this configuration, two

transistors will be used instead ofone previously.

Figure 19 Implementation ofDarlington pair transistors
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After performing the modification, it was detected that onlyBuckconverter 1

was functioning. Table 8 below shows the recorded output measurement of

Buck converter 1 after the modification.

Table 8 Tested output measurementof buck converter 1 using Darlington pair
configuration

Solar panel's output Buck converter's output

Voltage(V) Current(mA) Voltage(V) Current(mA)

9.22 143 8.47 82.54

8.28 116 7.45 64.31

7.71 51 6.83 34.45

4.2 Discussions

4.2.1 cooling load calculation

To calculate the heat load for a typical car cabin, Proton Wira Hatchback has

been chosen as the case study. All calculations were based on the dimensions

and structure of the car. The heat load calculated defined the cooling

requirements for the temperature regulator system. The methods as well as the

constant value used to calculate the heat load is acquired through the 2001

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers

(ASHRAE) Fundamentals Handbook [13].

For the resulting calculated value of maximum cooling power needed for the

design, all constant values obtained were taken for the worse case scenarios.

The reason was to identify the highest possibility of heat load that may be

presence in the vehicle cabin. In practical this valuemightbe lower. One reason

is that the vehicle doors and roof would have plastic cover, which will provide

some thermal insulation. This would actually reduce the heat conducted by the

doors and roof into the vehicle cabin. The load factor employ in the calculation

represents theeffect of humidity, with the value used is the maximum value for
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a structure with close fitting doors, framing and windows. [13].

4.2.2 Peltier module and heatsink analysis

Oneof theobjectives of conducting experiments on Peltier module andheatsink

was to identify whether die heat dissipated by the Peltier module's hot side can

be recycled to generate electricity. The main intention was to observe the

possibility of reducing the dependency of solar panel for battery charging

purpose.

From the results obtained, it was observed that the output current and voltage

produced by Peltier module 2 were small. This was due to the met that the

temperature differences between the twoPeltier module sides were notthatvery

large. Even with the aid of improved heatsink, heat absorbed by the Peltier

module 2's side which was in contact with the hot side of Peltier module 1 were

still large enough, thus was able to increase the other Peltier module 2 side's

temperature, which consequently contribute to the small temperature difference.

Heat is conducted

through the
„ x. M , .. . ^^ • semiconductors
Heat is transferred to

Peltier module 2

Peltier module l's

hot side

Figure 20 Heat transfer between the two Peltier modules

As the power generated by Peltier module is directly proportional to the

temperature difference between the twosides, the smaller the differences would

result in smaller generated power. It was concluded that recycling heat to

harness electricity for the power supply system design, may not be practical for

the design since the generated output were significantly small compared to the

battery charging requirement.
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4.2.3 Power supply system design

In designing the Buck converter, a Pulse Width Modulator (PWM) is required

for switching purpose. An LM3524D PWM chip was acquired, and the

configuration as per the datasheet was designed and implemented on a

breadboard. However, from experimented test, the output current of the Buck

converter was very small. Instead of becoming higher than the Buck converter

input current, the resulting output current were extremely lower than the input

current.

Darlington pair configuration was employed to boost up the output current. In

this configuration, two transistors are connected together so that the amplified

current fromthe first is amplifiedfurtherby the secondtransistor.

Figure 21 Darlington pair configuration

It was observed that outputcurrent increased after implementing the Darlington

pairconfiguration, yetthemagnitude wasstillsmaller thantheconverter's input

current. One possible reason for this outcome was that transistor Ql and Q2 as

well as the resistors connected to it as shown in Figure 19 were not specified on

their type or value. Thus, the resistors and transistors used in the real circuit

might not be of the most suitable one. It was noted that the output current and

voltages of the Buckconverter varieswithdifferent values of resistors tested. In

addition, losses that take place in the circuit, especially by the switching

components, namely inductor and capacitor, contributed to the low output

current. From this results, converter circuit was shown to experience losses. The

use of it in the power supply system design would reduce the efficiency of the

system.

As the temperature regulator design was planned for a small scale application,

the powerrating required, the dimension of solar panel, and heat sink may not
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be much of a consideration. Furthermore the design was intended for

demonstrating the power sourcing capability of the of the system for Peltier

module only. When it comes to real application to a vehicle, the design may

present certainsetbacks. One of the withthe problem is that it introduces battery

in the system. To support the high powerrating of the Peltiermodule, batteries

with high power rating are needed. Batteries with suchrating are usually big in

sizes. Thus it may require some space to place them in the vehicle. It is

proposed to place the batteries in the vehicle's luggage compartment or under

the seats.

Suggested locations
for batteries

placemen?

Figure 22 Suggested locations for battery placement

From the recorded vehicle cabin temperature, it can be generally predicted that

for vehicle parked under sun-exposed condition, the Peltier module would have

to be operational for a prolonged period of time. Suppose a user parked his or

her vehicle at 8.00 in the morning, and leave it until 5.00 in the evening,

assuming temperature of car cabin surpassed the triggering temperature

threshold of 37°C at 10 a.m. This could render the Peltier module to operate up

to 7 hours and perhaps more on a hot sunny day. Knowing that Peltiermodule

draws very high current to function, and the expected cooling load as per

calculation is incredibly large, batteries used in the system may likely to be

drained quickly.

To prevent the likeliness of such occurrence, a battery with a high rating is

therefore required. From findings, One of the highest Peltier module rating is a

267Watt module, From Hebeiltd Co. Ltd. [14]. Its maximum current and

voltage ratings are 30.7A and 16.2V respectively. Assuming losses-free and

100% efficiency conversion of electricity to cooling power, eight of this rated
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Peltier modulecan be connected in parallel to achievea maximum 2136Wattof

cooling power. This parallel connection would be capable to cater the

2006.32Watt maximum cooling power calculated. A 12V -lOOOAh battery can

be used as the power source.

Peltier module
+

12V

Figure 23 Parallel connection of Peltier module

Taking the maximum heat load as the targeted cooling capacity required, and

each Peltiermodule operating at 12V, the current that each module would draw

is 20.9 A. That will sum up to 167.2A. A battery current-rated at lOOOAh

indicates that it can continuously provide 1000Aof current for a period of one

hour. For a load drawing 167.2A, the lOOOAh battery could supply current for

about 6 long-hours.

The difficult part, however is in charging back the battery. Battery charger

should have voltage rating higher than the battery. For a 12V battery, it is a

common practice to use 14Vbattery charger. Usually for a long lasting battery

maintenance, a battery is charged at one-tenth (0.1) of its 'Ah' rating for a

period of 12hours. This already indicates that the lOOOAh battery require twice

the time of charging compare to the time it is powering the Peltier module.

However, last-charging can be allowed without being too frequent. It is

important to highlight that for a lOOOAh battery, the solar panel may need to

provide as much as 100Aofchargingcurrentfor a period of 12hours.

Suppose, we can allow the batteryto be chargedat 0.2 of its 'Ah' rating, to have

a charging time of 6 hours, which is the same amount of time it is discharging.

The solarpanel would therefore needto supply up to 200A. A solarpanelof this

capacity should be rated at (14V x 200A) or 2800Watt.

Solar panels are usually priced per wattof output power [16]. Surveys showthat

the cheapest available solar panel in the market is US$4.05/watt [17]. That

would make up a total price of US$11,340 = RM43,092 for a 2800Watt solar

panel. In addition, the space needed to allocate this power rated solar panel is
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tremendously impractical. A 65.6Watt solar panel would already acquire a

space of (0.94m X 0.5m)[7]. Another issue is that cloudy weather could reduce

the output current of the solar panel. Justa slight variation of sun light intensity

can influence the current that can be supplied by the solar panel, therefore

increasing the amount of time to charge the battery.

The issues raised above is consideringthat the amountof cooling power need to

be provided is the maximum calculated cooling power. However, suppose the

vehicle cabin's temperature is at only 40°C, the required cooling power has

already reach 1285.3Watt, which is still very large. The analysis above could

provide a reliable deduction for the feasibility of using solar powered

thermoelectric module to regulate vehicle cabin temperature.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

Thermoelectric device provide a potential meanofcooling approaches. This is shown

by the increasing number and variety of products which use thermoelectric

technology [2]. Nevertheless, for a large scale application, this technology may not

yet be feasible with present technology, as it draws very high current for operation.

The useofBuckconverter in the power supply system may introduce losses, whichis

notdesired. Using solar panel as the sole power source forthermoelectric device may

not be a practical approach, if the cooling load requirement is high. Nevertheless

alternative power source can be exploited to aid the solar panel as a backup power

source.

5.2 Recommendations

The Peltiermodule has the capability of removing heat from a medium, for which in

this case, the air inside the vehicle cabin. To make use of this capability, the

thermoelectric technology could be used together with vehicle having tinted

windows. From the heat load calculation steps, it is obvious that glass windows are

the major mean of which heat is transferred into the vehicle cabin. Tinted windows

could filter out up to 80%[18] of this solar heat. Having lowerheat load presence in

the vehicle cabin, the Peltier module could function at much lower cooling power,

hence lower, affordable power source.

One of the main concerns in using Peltier module for the project is the inability of

solar panel of the appropriate size to charge the battery at a better rate than the rate

the battery is being discharged. Faster charging ratewould ensure that thebatteries to

be used in the system could provide the 'always-ready' power source desired. It is
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recommended that charging circuitry is to be able to tap generated output power of

the vehicle's alternator, when the engine is running. This could improve the time

taken to chargea battery, hence reducingthe solarpanel dependency.

A better cooling mechanism, that can be used to cool the hot side of the module can

be researched upon. As earlier stated, the better the cooling mechanism capability to

remove heat from the module's hot side, the better the chances of only small heat

conductivity from the module's hot sideto the cold side.Thiscouldtherefore increase

temperature difference between the two sides, hence increasing the performance, as

well as reducing the current drawn. In addition, if this is achieved, only then the

Peltier module power generation capability can be considered as viable. This is

because the greater the temperature difference between the two sides, the greater

output power that will be generated.
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APPENDIX A

HEAT LOAD CALCULATION

The cooling loads caused by conduction heat gains through the roof and doors are

found from the following equation:

Q-UxAxCLTD

Where

Q = cooling load forroot or the doors (W)

U =overall heat transfer coefficient for rooforthe doors (W/(m2K)

A =area ofroof(m2)

CLTD = corrected cooling loadtemperature difference (K)

The CLTD is a modified value ofthe temperature difference between the outdoor

and indoor airthat accountsfor heat storage and exposure effect ofthe sun.

Roof load calculation

(Please refer to APPENDIX B for reference ofdimension)

4.816 ft

Qi=UxAxCLTD

= (1.21)(15.483ft2)(24.3)

=(1.21)(1.43992 m2)(24.3)

= 42.337 W
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Door load calculation

(Please refer to APPENDIX B for reference ofdimension)

Front door

3.563 ft

1.184ft

Back door

2.995 ft

1.125 ft

1.685ft

Q2 = U x A x CLTDx 2[for both sides]

=(1.21)(6.8521ft2)(11.3)(2)

=(1.21)(0.6373 m2X11.3)(2)

= 17.428 W

Radiant energy from the sun passes through transparent materials such as glass

windows canbecome a source of heatgainto thevehicle cabin. Its values varies with

time, orientation, shading and storage effect. The radiation load can be found from

the following equation:

Q = (GLF)A

Where jump

Q = cooling load forglass andwindows (W)

A - area ofglass (m2)

GLF = glass load factor, which include the effects ofboth soar transmission and

radiation (K)
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Glass load calculation

(Please refer to APPENDIX B for reference ofdimension)

3.915 ft

2.8783 ft

l.8< 7ft

1.5704 ft

Front

window

2.234

3.46 ft

Side window

3.6617 ft

1.8753 ft

2.6603 ft

Back

window

.048 ft

Q3 = (GLF)A

= (2.2968)(290.9) +(0.8257)(120.5) + (0.8257) (179.43)

= 915.79 W

Total load = Total heat load x Load Factor

= (Q1+Q2 + Q3)x(1.24)

= (42.337W + 17.428 W + 915.79 W)= 1209.69 W
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APPENDIX B

PROTON WIRA HATCHBACK'S DIMENSIONS
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APPENDIX C

BUCK CONVERTER'S COMPONENTS CALCULATION

Please refer to APPENDIX D for reference of formulas acquired to calculate the

components.

Below is thepredetermined values of theBuck converter:

1. V0 = 7.5V

2. - 8.4V

3. Ifa = 110mA

4. f = 333kHz

5. output ripple voltage = 0.5% (AVo/V0 = 0.005)

Value ofI0 = (Vin/Vo)Im

= (8.4V/7.5V)(110mA)

-123 mA

Value ofRF= 5kfl ( [V0 /2.5] - 1)

- 5kU ( [7.5 /2.5] - 1 )

-lOkQ

It was determined to select value ofRT- 300 Q

Value of CT=l/(f)(RT)

- l/(333fcHz)( 300 Q)

-O.OlfiF

Value ofL, = (2.5[Vin - VG] V0) * ([Io3tfI[Vin])

=(2.5[0.9] 7.5) +([0.123][333 x 10"3][8.4])

= 49|iH

Value ofCo =([Vin - V0] T2V0 ) * (8AV0 V* U)
=([8.4-7.5][3 x lO^^OO) * (8 [7.5][49 uH])

= 0.5(iF
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APPENDIX D

LM3524D DATASHEET

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 5,
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,
please contact the NationalSemiconductor Sales Office;
Distributors for availability and specifications.

Supply Voltage 40V
Collector Supply Voltage

(LM2524D) 55V

(LM3524D) «V

Output CurrantDC (each) 200 mA
Oscillator Changing CurrentfPin7) 5 mA

Electrical Characteristics
(Notel)

Internal Power Dissipation

OperatingJunction Temperature

Range (Note 2)

LM2524D

LM3524D

Maximum Junction Temperature

Storage TemperatureRange
Lead Temperature(Soldering4 sec.)

U N Pkg.

1W

-«'C to +125"C

OX to +125'C

150'

-fio'Cto+ISO'C

260-C

r
3
N

K
*

r

V

%
C

Symbol Parameter Conditions

UU12524D LM3524D

Units

Typ

Tested

limit

(Note 3)

Design

Limit

(Note 4)

Typ

Tested

limit

(Note 3)

Design

Umit

(Note 41

REFERENCE SECTION

vnEF Output Voltage 5 4.85 4.60 5 4.75 Vm„

5.15 5.20 555 Vita

Vhlsb Lfne Regutefion Vm= 8Vto4QV to 15 30 10 25 50 mVMflI

Load Regulation V = 0 mAto 20 mA 10 15 25 10 25 50 tnVMa,

4V,N

iVHEF

Ripple Rejection f» 120 Hz 66 66 d&

"OB Short Circuit

Current

Vbef-0
50

25

160

50

25

2G0

rnAMin

mA Max

«a Output Noise 10 Hz:? H: 10 kHz 40 '100 40 100 UVraMax

Long Tercn

Stability

TA= 125-C 20 20 mV/kHr

OSCILLATOR SECTION

'osc Max. Freq. RT = 1k, CT = 0.001 uF

(Note7>

550 500 350 kH2(,jn

'qsg Initial

Accuracy

RT= 5.6k, Cr = 0.01 uF

(Note 7) 20

17.5

22.5

20

17.5

22.5

WHZwn

kHZMa»

RT = 2.7k, Cr = 0.0 iuF

(Note 7) 38

34

42

3S

30

46

kHZnn

kHzw^

Jose Freq. Change

withV,N

VIM-8to40V 0.5 1 0.5 1.0 %»

^Wc Freq. Change

with Temp.

TA =-55-Cto+125C
at 20 kHz RT = 5.5k.

C, = 0.01 uF

5 5 >o

"osc OutputAmplkude

(Pi) 3MNote8)

RTm 5.6k, Cr* 0.01 |iF 3 2.4 3 2.4 Vim

Wf Output Putee

Width(Pin 3)

RT = 5.6k. CT= 0.01 uF 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 M^MiM

Sawtooth Peak

Voltage

R,n 5.6k. Cr- 0.01 uF 3.4 3.6 3.S 3.8 VmlW

% w«mjiaBonal.ccin
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued)
(Notel)

Symbol

TC-V
SES.

Parameter

Sense VoitageT.C.

Common Mode

Voltage Range

SHUT DOWN SECTION

Isd

High Input

Voltage

High Input

Current

Conditions

Va-Va = 300mV

VfHngj-VfpuHj
150 rnV

;pn ioj

OUTPUT SECTION (EACH OUTPUT)
Collector Emitter

Voltage Breakdown

Collector Leakage

Current

Saturation

VoBage

Emitter Output

RiseT&ne

Fall Time

ic a 100 ua

V«-
V.-,, = 55V

V„ = 40V

lg = 20 mA

L a 200 mA

lg = 50mA

VIH=20V.
fe = -250 pA

Rc = 2k

:2k

SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS SECTION

Input Voltage After Turn-on

Thermal Shutdown (Note 2)

lm Stand By Current V,B - 40V (Note 6j

Typ

0.2

0.1

0.2

1.5

19

100

160

LM2524D

Tested

Limit

(Note 3)

0.5
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Typical Applications (Continued)
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FIGURE 9. PositiveRegulator. Step-Down Basic Configuration (I^max;, "= so mA)
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Typical Applications (Continued)
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FIGURE 10. PositiveRegulator, Step-Down Boosted CurrentConfiguration
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FIGURE 11. Boosted Current Polarity inverter
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Buck(on\crter 1

APPENDIX E

PICTURE GALLERY
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Buck converter design implementation on breadboard
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Buck converter design onveraboard using Darlington transistors configuration

Peltier module and heatsink analysis
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Peltier module with improved heatsink analysis
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